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CHAPTER ONE

1.1

MSEARCPI RACKGROUND

PoIicy and entrepreneurship have an overpowering and dynamic
effect

111 any

business society as we11 as on each other. In its bid to set

as well as achieve a given objective, any form of entreprenr=urship
makes constant use of a framework of guiding princ~pIesthat no doubt
facilitates the administration's appropriate tactics and proganunes. It is
a basic truth that a successfill business entity, community or system is a
product of predetermined, selected course established as a guideline
towards perceived goals and objectives.
Policy is a concept organized and put into practice to provide a
set of defined activities under the incentive of achieving a desired goal
or- objective as the case may be. It is used basically to iden!ifjl the

effnrts and duties of a group of individual or a single individual, aimed
at getting at a desired interest. In evel-yday speech, the word bumess as
put forth in mission statements does not have a clear-cut nleaning

(Irving smith Kogat~, 1977), which he applied rather vaguely to
~ornrnercialand manufacturing operations as distinguished from the arts
and professions whic'h, however, can be regarded also as business if

their object~vesare to earn a profit.

In this sense, policy and its

appIication can only be ntade 'based on the individud's or group's
business aims.

The way and means by which policy are formulated and
organizational or entrepreneurial functions taken have been studied and
defined by various scholars, and to make the understanding of this
research topic less ambiguons, it will k of great value to know what
business policy and its formulation are.
Policy rs described as the standing line for all managerial
reIationships with employees, (Dale Yoder, 1972, p. 26 - 25).

It is a

predetermined, selected course established as a guideline towards
accepted goals and objectives. The setting up of objectives in this sense
is a major cl-raracteristics of pIaming process, and so also is the
fo~mulationof pokies which is the next stage in the planning process.

In this case, policy formulation and application helps to align the overall
activity of the people in an organization and also govern the conduct of
people in the organization.

It also sees that the organizational and

environmental changes are anticipated and adjjusted, and that there is
d~rectionand coherence in the steps to achieving objectives.
Policy does not function or operate in a vacuum neither does it
just exist and thus a recognition of its relevance and its relationship with
the business entity and most partic~larlythe manufacturing industty
through its existing environnlcnt is essential to the understanding of
policy formulation and implementation.

Various organizational and

managerial functions have to do with the type of policy exiting within

their setting which they recognize as a necessity needed to direct future
and present action as well as facilitate the achievement of co-ord'nation,
and in economizing managerial time, in developing future managers and

in establishing an organizational image (Akpala, 1990, p. 5 5 ) . He
indicated four major forms of policy, namely; procedures, progrxarnmes,
rules and co~nrrlents. Under procedure, it is referred to as a series of

sequentjally related steps that are followed to accomplish a given

purpose (Trewatha and Newport, 1976). NeuscheI (1 960, p. 9) is of the
view that it is a sequence of clerical operations usually involving several

people in one or more departments, estabIished to ensure uniforn~
handling of recurring transactions of the business or organization. By
these, it means stating categorically what work is to be done, the

individuals involved, and when each step is to be taken.

Hence

procedure promotes co-ordination especiaIly in repetitive situatio~ls.

Under pro_qrarnmil, it is seen as a comprehensive pIan or complete

package of organization activities that include future use of resources in
a simplified pattern which involves the use of sequential. action arld time
schedules for each activity in order to achieve stated objective. Under
rules, we have a set of stated gurdelines specifying actions to be taken In

a given situation. It does not serve as guides to thinking and decisionmaking as does policy and thus lies between the two (Akpala, !990).
Undcr comments, the process of policy making is designed to
integrate the goals and actions of the various units of an organizat~on
together, thus the integration helps make use of positive and d~rectideas

radiating from the various units and to align them together in relation to
set gods and objxtive.
These are the arcas of policy formulation and application and are
the areas where the manager and operator of entrepreneurship apply
perfect skills and techniques so as to align their objectives to those of
the organization, particularly in manufacturing organization where a lot

of routine activities and operations are carried out and by variobs units
to get v a r i o ~ ~parts
s of a product into a unified whole. A manufacturing
organization is a part of business system, and a business system i:; made
up of all resources, organization and institutions which are directly or

indirectIy related to t41e production and distribution of goods and
services for human consumption. It comprises of both pricately and
plhIicly owned enterprises encompassing a wide range of influences
which affect policies and their generation (WbeeIer, 1968, p. 19).

Further more, entrepreneurship is broadly classified into two; namely,

commercial and industrial.

Commercial entrepreneurship are those

engaged in marketing, and in furnishing services (wholesalers, retailers,

financial institutions, theatres, hotels, electricity etc.) while industrial
entrepreneurship are those engaged in production e.g, mining,
construction, and manufacturing which is the study area of this research.

The manufachuing industry is a broad business entity and in its day-today activities makes use of various factors and forms of production, all

of which influence a business policy and action in a reciorocd
relationship.

Business policy in manufacturing organization is mainly about
the management of the total process and activities of the entire
organization with numerous products and services for national and
international markets. Its concept and perspectives center on executives
and the central managers of the organization,

Example of such

manufachtring organizations are UTC Nigeria PIC. (case study), UAC of

Niperla, PZ rndush-ies, May and Baker, Clemco, etc.

These

organizations and more are characterized by various divisions and a
central manager, with its lald down procedures, mans each d~vision.

Business policy fornlulation and implementation helps prepare and
direct managers and executives for challenging roles in the management

of organizations. It also involves the determination and implementation
of policy decisions, as well as inte,srating functional decision areas into
a balanced vlew of the cntrepreneurship, while taking into consideration

the external factors. Most policies existing within organizations of this
nature are pcrsont~elpolicy, tnarket policy, accounting principles, mode

of production process, quality control etc.
There is the increased realization of the critical importance of

business policy formulation in organizational effectiveness, and hence
its activities and processes should be desigped to bring the
organizationa1 objective and the organization together so as to meet
their aims.

1.2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
Policy tbrnlulation and implementation is a sub-sysxm of

business Development in the society and i t is desirous at developing the
system of entrepreneurship and the society at large at any point in time.
It is not most rrnlikely that an effective policy formulation process is

wcIl suited to function under a growing or developing econonly.
Every business establishment at one time or the other in its
operations may have encountered situations where filnctions and policy
guidelines have been ivrongly implemented and misunderstood or
misinterpreted, policy procedures and organizational function not
properly correlated and interrelated to affect each other positively, and
policy processes not adequately evaluated so as to relate them to
performance and results. These anomalies are disruptive of the policy
process through the ripple effect of their result on poIicy for-mulation
and implementation. The incidence, frequency, and rate at which policy

procedures are applied, functions performed, job analyzed, performance
appraised, and workers attitude handled show a poor formulation and
implementation as well as understanding of organizational policy. The
fact however is that given an enviro~mentin which the policy procedure

is nnt adequately understood and applied, the entire business
environment and economy will witness the problem of improper
correlation and co-ordinstron of functions, poor job anaiysis and
performance appraisal, ii~efficientand ineffective performance amongst

othws. Business organizations are aware of the wrong formuIation and

implementation of business policies, but being ill prepared to manage
and develop them, ignore them. The lack of adequate personnel and
tools for identifying, assrssing, and implementing policy issues are nor

always available to the organizations and hence, procedures which are
necessary b r achieving a good policy structure like the relationship

existing behveen policy formulation and the organizational fmctions,
policy implementation on the various managerial and operational
function and its influer~cean decision making, and the evaluation of

policy form~lationprocesses and its effect on performance pose a
problem to the organization. The reason for these problems and the
solution to these problems necessitated this research.

1.3

ORJECTPVE OF THE STUDY:
This research will explore the various areas of organizational

practices as it relates to policy formulation in the manufachiring

company and its rdationships with the various organizational functions,

and how

they

determine and

influence the

achievetneiit of

organizational goals. It i d 1 take a critical view of three major aspects

of policy process and practice which will be analyzed later in this ivork.
I.

The study will delve into detemining what relationship exists
betvwn policy formulation and the various organiz~.tional
functions in the company.

2.

The s h ~ d ywill also find out if the act of policy implemertation on
the various managerial and operational functions influences the
decision making process.

3.

Thirdly, it will attempt to evaluate the various processes of'pohcy
formulati nn and organizat ionaI f ~ mtions
c
so as to determine their
effect on perfor-mance.
The success of industrial vent~~res
and i~nproved managerial

performance largely depend on willingness on the part of the decision

makers to share and implement specific duties governed by laid down
rules in the organization. The concept of managerial inefficiency is

perceived by managers who do not recognize the fact that managerial
functions and organizational policies are so inter-related and interdependent that any change in one affects the other. In practice this
study will reflect on the current concern about issues that constitute

problems especially for those seeking to build an effective and efficient
organization. Where wrong decisions or choices are made, they result
to anomalies in an organization which can give rise to series of
inefficiencies ranging fi-om mal-administration,

poor quality of

decisions and co-ordination, to destruction conflicts and sknv response
to kchnicd and environmental changes.

It sl~ouldbe noted that every establishment has a set of objectives
with vario~rssteps to achieving them. It is therefore worthy of note that

from time to time organizations should evaluate their palicy stnrctt~res

for effectiveness. make changes, and eliminate obsolete policy as well
as add new polic~esto keep pace with time.

1.4

ThTPORTANCE OF THE STUDY:
It is important to Iay adequate ernphases on the best and

appropriate means of achieving desired goals and objectii~es by
individual and/or group more so in organization which are involved in
the conversion of materials into useful gains.

The study will help

provide basis for the examination of the various manageria1 lapses that
constitute or form pan of the major causes of slow g r o ~ ~ tinh the
rnan~lfacix~ring
industry today. Most of these lapses are perceived to be
of business plans as well as the hternal
associated with the fbrn~i~lation
and externaI factors influencing it, which various levels of managements
and scholars attempt to tackIe.
Through facts and findings more light wiIl definitely be thrown
on the issues of policy fornlulation and the gains of good management

functions as they relate to manu fachiring companies.

By these

processes ideas will be advanced and vis-A-vis show the need for
managers and decrsion makers to aIign their activities towards their

functionaI nbjec~ives. By fmctional objectives, we njean the role and
duties managers and subordinates (employees in general) play so as to

achieve their set objectives.

It gives credence and encourages

companies to ponder on the effect policies have on both managerial
skills and performance, and on the other band discover areas of
redundancies, and in any case bring the management's attention to the
need for maximurn util~zationof the avaiIable (scarce) resources and
thereby improve the lot of the entire organization.

On the part of the researcher, this work has definitely given the
researcher the opportunity to have an in-depth study on the principal
problems encountered in the real sense of practice of policy making and
implementation respectively.

1.5

SCOPE OF STUDY:
This study is concerned mainly in the policy aspects of business

organizations, more especially, manufacturing organizatiorls, its
formulation and implementation, what factors explain their effect on
organizat~onalfunctions, their influence on decision making, how are

their effects managed or accounted for, what measure determine their
efficiency and level of performance. Subsequently, the study tested the
relative effects policy procedures have on organizational functions,
policy implementation with respect to responsibilities and its general

effect on organizationai performance. In addition, these effects were
observed in the structural components of this organization, the concept
and econoinic achievements vlewed.

The scope of the study are limited to the exclusion of disturbing
and hazardous external fdctors which can cause setbacks to business
policy. Their external factors are climatic changes, politics, international

markets. and foreign piicies. These fall outside the scope of the study.

However. government regulations, unions (external), social values and
ethics form part of forces outside and influencing the business, likewise
the business* internal fictors.

In order for companies to cope with

effects of change and development, they must consider the effects of
policy and its n a h m with respect to organizational interest, in other
words it is necessaq- to put in line activities that will build an overdl
organization that is innovative, responsive and adaptive to relevant

environmental changes (Ezeh J.A., 1998), these activities and sreps will
be presented and analyzed in this research work.

1.6

RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
To arrive at a tentative research study, certain questions will be

and implementation. This wil! help
asked as regards policy forrn~~lation
evaluate the policy structure and the organizational f~~nctions.These
questions are:

expIain the effect of policies and organizational
functions on the organization and how can performance be
enhanced'?
??%at factors

What are the clualities of the policy makers and users that can be
destabilizing to the operations of the company'?
Which factors are responsible for and influence decision making

proccss?
How can these factors be grouped or revised to make for better
responsibilities?
How can lack Iuster in administration be accounted for and which
functional strategies are used to improve them?

S(a) What are the problems that are normally encountered during and
after policy fornlulation and implementation?
(b) How can the problems above be eliminated or effect reduced for
effective functioning?
6.

What measures determine the fact that a given policy is
firnctioning at an appreciable IeveI of efficiency?

1.7

BACKGROUND O N UTC NTCERIA PLC:
UTC Nigeria PIC. one of Nigeria's major conglomerates and key

member of the UTC Group was established in Nigeria in 1932. The
Company was first incorporated in Nigeria in 1969 as Union 'Trading

Company Nigeria Limited, as a subsidiary of the Union 'Trading
Company, Basel, SwitzerIand. It became UTC Nigeria Limited in 1978
when the scope of its business expanded beyond trading into industrial

ventures.

In compliance with the Nigerian Enterprises Prornotions

Decree, 1972. 40% of the Company's equity capital nias acqu~redby

Nigerian citizens and in~tih~tkms.

This was later increased to 60% in 1977 as required by the
Enterprises promotions Decree of that pear. UTC Group employs over

2,785 peopIe and has 25 branches all over the Federation with an
extensive network of stores, service and repair workshops for vehicles,
machinery and equipment. In addition to the marketing activities, the
Company has undertaken investments in agricultural development,

?nanufac.t-~~ring,
food processing, distribution, and other areas essential
for the promotion o f its business. These investments are as follows:

UTC fonds, which underfakes the preparation of high quality
sausages, meat, and bakery products including fast foods and bell
foods.

UTC farms; at Tenti; 75 kna from los in Mamgin Local
Government Area of Plateau State, which cultivates tonlatoes,
cereals, fruits and vegetable and turkey breeding.
Irno Hills farms situated at Ilesha, a subsidiary of UTC Nigeria
PIC rears and breeds aninlals with professional attention for
healthy meat products.

UTC Industies which is a manufacturing sector producing steel
structure fabricators for domestic and industrial buildings, water
and fiiel tankers, pressure vessels and siIos through the activities
of her subsidiaries -Dorman Long and Amalgamated Engineering
Limited (Idi-Oro and Agege), Arewa Metal Containers Limited
(Kadwna and Kano). They also produce aluminum products for
doors and windows.
UTC Motors distributes and supplies passenger and cornrnercial
vehicles, farm tractors and agricultural equipment, light h e a ~ y
industria1 and domestic machineqUTC Engineering which stipplies generators Sor electrification,
water works and water treatment: plant, lifts for high-rise
buildings and undertakes Turn-key projects.

UTC Maintenance and Service which provides after-sales-srmice
for all products of UTC.

(!I)

UTC Stores, which has departmental stores that provide quality
goods and food items to their customers nationwide.
The subsidiaries of UTC Nigeria PIC are as follows:

(a)

Steel works (Dorman Long and Amalgamated Engineering works
Limited), Idi-Oro and Agege.

(b)

Steel works (Arewa Metal Containers Limited - ARMECO),
Kano and Kaduna.

(c)

H.F. Schroeder (West Africa) Limited, Lagos

(d)

Imo Hills F a m s limited, Ilesha.
The Company's corporate mission is to cultivate teams of
qualified, experienced and motivated employees in enhancing the
compe tithe: advmtage through superior customer service, thereby
creating employment.

CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1

CONCEPTUAL
FORMULATION

F'RAMEWORK

OF

POLICY

The concept of policy is generally seen as what should be done or
where a certain condition obtained, act or perfbrm as prescribed. This is
among the widely and commonly accepted views on policy by various

researchers and authors, consequently they have come up with different
discoveries in this area which led them to be of these existing opinions
on policy and its formulation. In any case, their works will k examined
and discussed in this chapter in relation to the problem situation^ of this
research work, throwing a light on their individual concepts.

Unarnka and Ewurum (1995, p. 72) in their work on business
administration pointed out that policy is the general guide to action and
that i t is the basis for carrying management practices, in any case policy
should be thought of as an understanding by members of a gr.o~pthat

make the actions of each member of the group in a given set of
circumstances more predictable to other members.' They also stated
categorically that policy guides decision making process, thus if one

decision provides help for decision in other situations, it is then said

to

be a policy decision due to the fact that it sets a precedent and pravides

a guide to making decisions in the fuh~re. The significance of these
statements to the present problem situation indicates that the managerial

actions and success are dependent on and are affected by the .ype and

form of policy which is applicable. This is in line with the work of Dale
Yoder (1972, p. 26 - 28) which states that policy is invarizbly the
guideline to managerial action.' Thus palicy is a process which is of
veat importance and is needed for the proper functionmg and

2

impkmentation of other administrative duties. That is to say that policy
formuIation is the fi-amework of guidinp principles, that facilitate
delegation to lower levels and allows an individual to sekcf and adopt
appropriate tactics and process. This explains the fact that there is a
relationship existing between policy formulation and the various
managerid functions which is a major part of the problem situation

which this research is set out to explain. The notion on the sxisting

rdatianshtp between policy formulation and various managerial
fimction was also put up in the work of Massie and Douglas, (1973, p.

40), policy rs a verbal, written or impIied guide, setting out hero and the
boundaries or the general limits in which manageria1 actions %ill take
place. An area in which decisions are to be made, but it does rot give

the decision,' in which case it does not give decision but provides a
guide for a particdar course of action.

This theory was also

collaborated in the work of Henry H. Atbers (1974, p. 347) where it was
stated that policy" represents the totality of standard andlor norms that
govern the conduct of people in an organization.'

Organizations should nonetheless consider it very approp5ate to
develop well laid down policy which explains vividly policies and

procedures of the organization with a view to making them a guide to

the implementation of a plan and no€ plan itself. This brings us to the

issue of plan and policy, Most times individuals and managers alike
misunderstand and misinterpreted their meaning and functions. Some
regard policies as plans, while others see it as encompassing the
pIanning function. In Robert J. Nockler (1972, p. 34) it was stated that
"policy is not a plan"', whereas William Conventry (1970, p. 93) has it
that "policy flows from objectives"", which means that the ohectives,
goals or aims are set or Iaid first and then poIicy, which is the means of

L

achieving them, follow as a matter of necessity. In other words, we can
see policy as an outcome of the planning process as is the case with
objective, and since planning is of a hierarchical fonn so also are
objective and policies.

So we have top management poIicy which

Conventry (ibid) put forth that conles from the Board of Directors or

other governing body and is transferred downwards through the chief
executive or managing director so as to ensure the delegation of
authority and responsibility and thus enable tasks to be performed at
every appropriate hierarchy of administration. But in the formation of
the policy, every relevant information and recommendation are passed
upmrard s.

According to Pugh, policy is the sktdy of the structure,
functioning and performance of organization and the behaviour of
g o u p s wthin them

7
:

hence as management and planning, policy

fo~muIationis at all levels and so also is the outconle of the fornlulation.

Ezeh J.A. (1993), in his work made it clear that every organization has a
number of important factors that require considerable attention of top
management and the board of

director^.^

These factors wiiill result in the

formuIation of basic policies that are as a result of certain basic
objectives which are related to the organizational functional areas, and
policies are made In accordance with the type of functions being
performed and at what level.

Such series of functions or steps

pertbmed to accomplish a particular task or undertaking will be a
positive one if the principIes of policy formulation (procedures,
programmes. rules and comments) are properly implemented and
strictly adhered to, which is the main purpose for which an organization
exist, and which is a part of the problem of this research.

This was made clear by Thierouf (1977, p. 212 -14) in his study
on procedures as

3

principle of policy fox-mulation "that it involves a

chain of activities performed in order to achieve a set of laid down
objectives"." Trewatha and Newport also collaborated the theory by
also agreeing to the fact that procedure in policy formulation involves a

series of sequentially related steps that are followed to achieve a
purpose. It specifies what work is to be done by every individual
concerned and who those individuals are as well as when those
processes involved in the work are to be performed.
Neuschel (1960, p. 9) was more particular about the policy
principles and its implementation in stating that it involves a sequence
of clerical operations usually involving several people in one

01-more

departments estabIished to make certain that the handling of repetitive

functions of the organization follow or maintain a uniform pattern.10

SummariIy, procedure therefme is descriptive, and if we11 understood,
helps to promote co-ordination and communication by providing its

users with guides to action in repetitive situations. In another area of
policy formulation which involves the issue of programme? Miner
(1978, p. 216) pointed out chat it is a plan which in rnozt cases

encompasses a relatively large undertaking.'' He stated that its nature is
of a comprehensive f o ~ m and involves a complete package of

organizational activities that includes the hmre rise of different

resources in an integrated pattern and establishes the sequence of

needed functions and time schedule for each hnction in order to
accomplish a given purpose, it is a task performed by an individual, at a
oiven time, in a stated place.

b

The third aspect of policy which deals on rules and regulations
are specific in nature, which means that they must be appIied or made

use of in a given situation. It is important to note that rules do not serve

as guide to decision making as does principle but has the quality of
poIicy and procedure in that they act as a guide to action. Koonkz and

O'DonneII (I 968, p. 139) in their work on management stated that rules
are reIated to procedure in that they guide action but they do not specifj/
time sequence, hence they are the most explicit of standing plans

I.!,

and

a subordinate to policy just as procedures and programmes and must
work within the framework of policy. An important characteristics of

rules is that it is associated with strictness in that it has the backing of
specific, stated penaltres and pearl codes.

The issue of comments in planning (which is an itnporiant
function of the manger) and policy reflects on the problem statement
which treats the relationship existing between poIicy formulation and
the managerial function and their effect on performance. It introduces
the idea of management by objective which disputes the initial notion
on planning and strategic policy making that involves only the dishing
out to the subordinates how and what is to be done. But in recent times
management now delegate tasks frorn higher up donnwards to the
subordinate, limiting their area of a~thority and in return expects
infomation to flow from do~vnwardsto the top in a bid to encourage
participation in decision making through less stringency on opinions of
subordinates. Philips (1980, p. 344) in his own view points out that in

most establishments where managernen: by objectives is in operation
ineaningfilIly, it is the subordinates who initiates the process of

objectives or goals setting for his job, the author substantiates it by
saying that the head checks and makes sure that his goals and the
subordinate's goals are properly aligned, and also aligned with those of

other peers.

i?

En any case, policy shoulct be constructed in such a way

that initiative and practical actions of s~lbordinatesand other workers

are adequately integrated so as to enhardce positive and direct use of
ideas coming from the top and lower hierarchy which may influence

initial planning, revision of existing plans and modification of plan
implementation actions.

In most cases organizations tend to fail and wind up due to the
poor quality of their policy plan. The objective and the policies of an
organization may affect materialIy its form of organization, and

2

situation where the relationship between various units are not defined

clearly, since the work of any unit is usually synchronized with sevrral
other units, since specialized units which are supposed to assist the rest
of the organization will find themselves meshed in inefficiency and
confusion. This is primarily because the relationship existing between
the policies of' the various units in an organization has not been clearly
understood and applied.

imaga (1993, p. 8 5 ) pointed out that the

relationship between availability of management policy or labour
relations policy and labour management relations will help in
understanding the influences each has can the other.

l4

in recent times

organizations find it difficult achieving their objectives even atter a cvclI

laid out plan, and when this happens, the management lays the blame on

inc~rnpetencyon the part of the e~nployeesand external environment
alike, This view was flouted in an interview in the Nigerian Financial

Post by Okpechi (June 1988, p, 20) wller~he stated that looking beyond

boarders of technically competent persor-inel for our indigenous
industries is out of the question and if it should occur, it would be as a
resuIt of poor policy on I~bourand management.

IS

Dnrcker (1977, p. 64) made mzntion of the fact that the wrong
definition of the goals of an organization wiIl result in a wrong
definition of the resource requirement to achieve such goals.
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He dso

made it clear that it would be detrimental to any organization that lays
more emphasis on 11s goals and objectives without considering the
means by which the individuals will achieve those objectives as well as
the individual goals of its employees and their state of mind in the
arganizntion. Tf company goals are not adequately synchronized nith
individual goals and resource needs wirh respect to policy fornluIatim,
the operation of the organization is most likely to err from its goals and

objectives. It is therefore of relative irr'portance, he mentioned, that an
organization after stating the nature, quality, quantity, general
magnitude of resorrrces needed, should try as much as possible to

acquire those factors ahd resources nezded to achieve its objectives.
This it does by stating the necessary steps in its planning policy which
the organization intends to apply. Imaga (2000, p. 3) in his work on
corporate planning and strategic business policy outlined the basic steps,

which are common for any business irrespective of its product or

market, In the evolution of a business pIa11and policy for an
enterprise. " These are:
(a)

Statistical anaIysis of company's overall position

(b)

Market and product stabs summary

(c)

Analysis of company strengths (its assets)

(d)

Analysis of company weaknesses (ifs liabilities)

Company objectives stated
Cornpan y stratesy analyzed
Clornpany organizational structure
Functional objectives e.g. nlarketing objectives, flnancia;
objectives, production objectives? and administrative objectives

Functional strategy
Functional. organizational structure
Functional work or action programme (operating plan)
Koontz and O'Donnell in Imaga (ibid) also put forth some basic

and necessaly steps in planning and polizy making, these steps includes:

Step 1

-

Objectives or goals of organization bearing in
mind the background internal and external analysis.

Step 2

-

Taking note of environment where organiza~ional
Plans will operate.

Step 3

-

Idcntify altenlatives (I-hosemost favourable to

Achieve objectives).

Step 4

-

Compare which alternatives offkr best chance to
Reach objectives at lowest cost and highest profit.

Step 5

-

Choose alternatives; selecting the course of action
To be undertaken.

Step 6

-

Formulate supporting plans such as plans to buy
Equipment, material, select and train workers,
develop a new product etc.

Step 7

-

Nurnerize plans by making plans to develop such
Budgets as voI~m: and price of saIes, operation
expenses necessary for plans, expenditure for capital
equipment.

At this point, it will be important to state that the success in

entrepreneurship as put forward by Brown (1980) is dependent on the
quality of peopk, capita1 and other fixtors ins result achievement and on

the premise that these factors are adequately guided by certain
principles. The perspective on policy formuIation is of a functional

process which involves the consideration of the various departments,
sub-units and the overa21 structure of dx: organization alt working under
the monitor of individual or group perscme, who operate under a given

set of procedure and programme as thc case may be.
2.2

IMPORTANT POLICY ASPECTS A
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

AREAS

1TV

In formulating and outlining the policies of an organization, a
useful approach must be considered which comprises of certain
activities necessary to implement each cf the policies so formed. The
activities involved processes in various areas in the organization. These
processes and their approach to policy making are illustrated by Ezeh
J.A. (A Manual of Topics in business polizy, (1998) are as follows:

1.

SALES
(a)

(b)

(c)

(c)

2.

Product and services;
(i j

Diversification vs. specification

(ii)

Prodrrct differentiation

(iii)

Frequency of design change

Custon~ers;
(i)

Types of consumers

(ii)

Location of consumers

(iii)

ChaimeIs of distribution

(iv)

Size of customers

Prizes;

(i)

Relation to competing products

(ii)

ReIation to cost

(iii)

Prizes of individual itzms

(iv)

Quantity and trade discount

(v)

Prizechanges

S ~ I PPromotion;
S
(i)

Sales appeal

(ii)

Advertising

(iii)

Personal felicitation

PRODUCTJON AM) PURCHASING
(a)

Extent of vertical integration

(b)

Production processes
(i)

Choice of technology

(ii)

Division of labour and automation

(iii)

Size and dispersion of plant

(iv)

Involvement in process research

Capacity and Facility Balance
(i)

Peak vs. rlormal load

(ii)

Backward taper of capacity

(iii)

Provision for growth

Maintenance and RepIacerr ent

Make or buy supplies and services
SeIection of vendors
(i)

Number of vendors

(ii)

Type of vendors

Timing Production and Purchasing

3.

(i)

Stock vs. to-order

fir)

Size of inventory and order

(iii)

Stabilizing production

(iv)

Anticipating price changes

PERSONNEL
(a)

(b)

Selection;
(i)

New employees

(ii)

Promotion

(iii)

Discharge

Trainings;
(i)

Place In management

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

4.

(ii)

Specific purposes

(iii)

Types of training

Compensation;
(i)

Amount of pay

(ii)

Methods of payment

,Ikrrangemcnts for work;
(i)

Hours of work

(ii)

Vacations

(iii)

Working conditions

Employee Services;
(i)

Social and recreational

(ii)

Protection fiom risks

Industria1 Relations;
(i)

Character of relations

(ii)

Support of Unions

(iii)

Scope of bargaining

(iv)

Use of outside agencies

FINANCE
(a)

(b)

Use of Capital;
(i)

Fixed asset investment

(ii)

Uses of circulating capital

(iii)

Mergers and acquisitions

Sources of Capital;
(i)

Owners

(ii)

Long-term creditors

(iii)

Short-term creditors

(iv)

Fi~~ancialstnictm

Protection of Capital;
(i)

Reduction of hazards

(ii)

Ins~rrance

(iii)

Hedging

(iv)

Calculation of profits

Distribution of Earnings;
(i)

Plowing back earnings

(ii)

Stable dividend rate

(iii)

Adequacy of surplus.

I t is however important to note that the extent to which this

processes are applied is dependent on the scope or Ievel of activities of
the organization involved.

Summarily when programming a poIicy

schedule the important things to consider are the production of the
company, the processes involved, the territory of operation, the

customers to reach, and the functions in the organization. The functions
in the organization encompasses the general or realistic activities in the

organization towards achieving its objectives, and they are grouped into
tsvn functions narneIy:

I.

Managerial fiinction, and

2.

OperationaI hnction.

Under tnanagei-ial fiutctions we have as folIows: planning,
organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling; and under operational

function

we

have:

procurement,

development.

compensation?

integration, and maintenance. All these when perfectly combined in
line with stated policy results in a measure of efficiency and

effectiveness.
2.3

POLICY EORhiULATTON - THE NIGERIAN FACTOR:
The assertion that the under-developed state of this country

Nigeria is primarily as a result of poor policy formulation and
impIementatim is perhaps true. In a country where there is diverse
culture and values, it will definitely require the use of a general concept
and xceptance of policy formulation; in fact the right word for it is
"autonomous poIicy".

Economic and social development require a

sound and rational planning and strategic policy. Policy should be made
in an organized and stringent nlanner capable of being applicable

everywhere. mostIy in a country like Nigeria. It should not be a value-

Free principle. However due to the culture, society, tradition of value,
customs, belief, and governmental systems that influence policy
application, it will requin: a systematic planning, executing, controlling,
and auditing of performance. In any case, policy formulation should

always be culture-conditioned since they are part of its external factors.

On the other hand, it is one of the tasks of management and managers to
shape culture and society in keeping with societal and industrial

advancement. PoIicy is the co-ordinator, the director, and the acting
mechanism of the orgrtnization it exists in. Without the organization
like the business enterprise, there would be no policy. But without
policy, there would k a disorganized entity rather than an organization.

The organization itself is a component of the society and exists to
contribute ara appreciable resuIt to the society, the economy and the
individusI whrk keeping abreast with the diverse culture and ethos of
the society as is the case with Nigeria.
Another factor influencing the formulation and application of the
basic policy programmes in Nigeria is the inconsistency in the
Uovernment (Military-Civilian rule). It is so due to the fact that each

b

form of gove~mnentmakes its own decrees and policies which the other
system of government, when in power, either changes or fails to adhere
to it. Thrrs there is no continuous f-low of policies and principles and the
already existing ones hAm obsolete or exist to be neglected.

CHAPTER THRISE
RESEARCH METWODOLOGY
3.1

INTRODUCTION:
The procedure for this research work wilI center on gathering

information which wliI aid the assessment of the nature and form of

policy formuIathn in manufacturing company, with particular reference

to UTC Nigeria Plc.. as perceived by the functional bodies in the

organization, in rela.rion to the research problem already stated.
Research questions will form part of the research process as well as a
comparative analysis of the data available.
The method of investigation, area of research, processes and
sources of data collection wiII be the highlights of this chapter.

3.2

AREA OF S'FIDY:

The area of ccncentration for this study wilI bother on UTC
Nigeria PIC., a business conglomerate which is involved in various areas
of business, the production, Ieasing and hiring, sales, maintenance, fast
foods, farms etc. The research work wiIl involve on the food processing
unit of the manufacturing industry (i.e. UTC Foods) as the basis for
investigation and study, it wilI be the area from which the researcher

will gather usefd information for the study and consequently the

analysis based on thc data coIlected.

It is worthy of note that the

company in question is situated in Lagos metropolis.

3.2.1 POPULATION OF STUDY:
The pvpuIation which is under study will consist of a number (N)
of the company staff all drawn from the various departments and units
in the company. Due to the thinning down process and turn around
maintenance the company was undergoing at the time of this work, a
number (N) of 4G of the population size was gotten (due to the number
of staff available). In any case, the investigation and data coIlection
involved staff with various managerial and operational functions. I t is
important to note that the surborclinates constituted a considerabIe part
of the population.

3.2,2 SAMPLE SIZE:

The method for determining the sample size (n) for t h s study wilI
be the Bowlefs method as postulated by Taro Yanane (1973, 250);
thus:

(e)'

n=

1 +N

where;

n = sample size, N = population size, e = 0.05
:,

sample size (9)= 46
1 + 46

(0.05)'

=

46
1 + 46

thus our sample size; jn) is 41 for this study. It is important to note that
the sample size consists of three (3) different categories of UTC staff
which will be stated later in this chapter.

3.3

SOURCES OF DATA:
In the process of this research work, two principal forms of data

colIection were used, the data are primary and secondary data. It also
involved the preparation and developnlent of questionnaires as ,an
instrument for data collectior~,this served as an aid to the development
of the research process which provided a sound basis for critical

analysis.
Primary Data:

These involved data collection through three processes, namely:

oral interviews, observation, and questionnaire administration. The oral
interviews formed part of the pilot survey and were sequel to the
questionnaire designed. In a visit to the research location where the
company was s~tuated,the questionnaires were administered in the
course of a later mtervizw. This qirestiomaire administration covered
the managerial staff' and other operatima1 units of the company, in
a c h d Fact few people %vexselected from every unit and department in

a random manner.

The completed questio~maires were used for

hypothesis testing, data analysis and presentation which subsequently
leads to findings and results, which on a final note, the conclusi~nand

reco~nmendationsare made based on the facts found.

Secondary Data:

The sources for- the secondary data in reIation to this study
includes amongst many, magazines, journals, manuals, newspapers,

other periodicals, textbooks and reference materials. These items where

sourced from the company itself and the various libraries visited. These
libraries are:
(a)

University of Nigeria Library (Nsukka and Enugu)

(b)

Lagos State University Library, Lagos

(c)

National Library, Enugu

(d)

British Council ibrary, Enugu

(e)

Lagos State Secl-etariate.
The sources of data coIlection above went a long way in aiding

the authenticity and clx-ification of this research work.

3.4

PROCESS OF DATA COLLECTION:
In arriving at a perfect research work it is most important to

source and acquire authentic information and data, and this can only be
made possible by having access to the areas wnere information on the
research topic can be sought. To achieve these, the researcher sought

for and obtained pernmission from the genera1 manager of the company

as we11 as the heads o?sonx of the units in the company to interview the
availabIe managemen- teams and operatives.
At their offices in Marina (Lagos) and Apapa, the management
officials were also interviewed respectively and were given details on

the purpose of the study and the need to get adequate information on the
study, this act made h r more co-operation on the side of the staff.
References were afterwards made to the various sources of the
secondary data collection in order to substantiate the data gotten with
proper facts.

DESIGN:

3.5

In the preliminaly investigation and research which was carried
out, of which its purpose was to ascertain the existence and form of
policy formulation the manufacturing company, a second stage of the
~nvestigation was later delved into which covered the t h e e subproblems which s e ~ ~ easd a guide to the research work. And it is
important to note that a uniform research design and procedure were
used in all the units and areas so visited so as to avoid ambiguity and

conf.lictingdata.

3.5.1 QUESTIOVIVA'IIRF:DESIGN:
The types of'questions used are:
(a)

Dichotomous questions:

(b)

Multiple choics questions, and

(c)

Open-ended questions.
(a)

Dichotomous Questions - these questions are of two font1
answers, that is, they provide answers that have the yesho,
tnrdfalse, male/female, good.bad form. They give room
for only two options and place the least demand on the

(b)

(c)

3.6

respondent. This method of questionnaire design was
made to easiIy quantify and analyze the facts and figures
collected. It provides less chance for biasness.
MuItipIe Choice Questions - these types of questions gives
the respondent the chance to select different forms and
methods of approach to question as a result of the
numerous answers or optifins from which to choose.
Open-endcd Questions - these types of questions are short
and precise in nah~re,in any case: it aIlows the respondent
to express h i s h r opinions on a subject matter.

METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS:
Diiring the process of this research analysis, certain statistical

techniques were adopted by the researcher. Amongst various existing
techniques, the researcher prefen-ed the use of the chi-square (x2) test
and simple percentage for hypotheses testing and data analysis
respectively. In the presentation of data, the responses from questions

asked in the questiorulaire are represented in a number of tables as wiIl
be shown.

The frequency or number of every optionianswer to

questions is determined and the percentage calculated based on the total
or sum number of responses available. The chi-square (x2) is used as a
significant test which makes adequate use of the data in form of
observed frequencieskategories. The chi-square (x2) is nonetheless a
relative measure of differences between the observed frequency and the

expected frequency.

In actual fact, the chi-square (x2) is calculated by finding the sum

of the square of the difference between the observed frequency and the
expected frequency divided by the expected frequency.
Fipratively we have:

xo

'

=

x(f~-fe)~

where;

xuZ

=

chi-square

C

=

Summation

fo

=

Observed frequency

e

=

Expected frequency

It would be important to note that the chi-square (x2) is used in
rhis research to test for the validity of the answers and subsequently the

hypothesis. On the basis of the test so conducted, a generalization is
made on whether the ass~rmptionsare true or false; this is done by
comparing the chi-square (x') calculated with the given critical value of
the chi-square (x2). This aspect will be contained in the section where
the analysis o f data will be treated.

3.7

LIVITATTONS OF STUDY:
It is important at this point to stale categorically, certain factors

militating against the research work. First and foremost it is important

to note that the interviews and data collections were as precise as
possible to make for Iirnited time.

This study was nevertheless

conducted in UTC Nigeria Plc. LVhich is situated in Lagos, and the

preliminary investigation and research study were towards gaining

information on the nah~re and process of policy formulation in
manufacturing companies and how it influences both the organizational
functions and the organizational objzctives.

It also involves the in-

depth study of its effect on the staff and how it matches the individuals'

objectives.

The limitations of the study points out the factors that

constrained the production of this research work as well as the problems
encountered before, during and after this research work by the
researcher. These limiting factors encountered are as follows:
(a)

SCARCE RESOURCES:
Due to the fact that some resources were scarce this research
work was narrowed down to a small area of study.

Much

faciIities were not available to aid a wider range of study. These

resources are:
(i)

m n c e : 'This was an important resource needed acquired
or purchased materials with which to carry out an elaborate
investigation

(ii)

Time: Time on both the researcher's side and the part of
the numbers of the company under investigation was
limited. And a more particular reason was the little time
available for research and time for submission or
presentation, this factor narrowed the study down to only a
few areas.

($1

LACK OF ADEQUATE INFORMATION:
The I-escarch work encountered same probIem in the availability
of information for analysis. The oral and written infonnation
(answersj gathei-ed were limited and this reduced the scope of the
study as well as the area. Most thesis and text referred to based
their investigations on what their feelings and reasonings were
without giving a real genera! analysis of the research topic which
therefore posed as a setback to the work.

(c)

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS:
Some questions in the questionnaire administered were Ieft
unanswered. This affected the analysis and presentation of d a b
which formed a ;>art sf this research work, and subsequently the

I-esuItsand findings.
On the researcher's part, the researcher was not disposed all the
time due to lech~resand other assignments to give the work

adequate time due for it.

In any case, there was no time

adequatdy aI1ocated for the pro-ject hence it had to be carried out
the best and convenient time.
(d)

RTASNESS OF RESPONTlENT:
Some of the respondents and suppIiers of information showed, at
one time or the other some fonn of lack-lustre responses, in most

instances respondents contributed more on favourable aspects
than the unfavourable ones.
Another militating factor was the issue of being at the right place
at the right tine. Most times one gets to office or location and one
doesn't meet or see the respondent either due to absence from

work or the respondent is engaged.

CATEGORTES OF SAMPLE:
In the cause of the questionnaire administration, the staff of the
company that were interviewed and administered were divided or
categorized into three (3) areaslsection. The first group is made up of
the Directors, Genera1 Mangers, Assistant General Mangers, company
SecretaryllegaI adviser, and some members of the board whom the
researcher could reach. The second group is made up of the various

divisional and departmental heads/ managers and the supervisors. The
third and last group is made up of the subordinates in the posts of
accounts

and

adrnin

officers,

receptionists,

attendants,

operatordoperatives (both of machines, Iabour and/or electronics).
All these combined make up the sampIe size under study and

from which !he information and data are sourced and andyzed.

3.4

ORGAIYIZATIIONAL FUNCTIONS DEFINED:
It is important at this stage to take cognizance of the various

organizationa1 functions that exists in the company under study and

from which the

questions and answers to questions will be sourced,

and where the researck on policy formulation will be based on.
The various organizational functions in UTC Nig PLC are: (1) the
perso~melfunctions which comprises of recruitment, seIection, training,
job specification, Job evaluation, & analysis, appraisals and other
motivational fimctions: (2) the managerial functions which comprises of

pIanning, organizing, Directing, co-ordinating. staffing and controlling;

(3) The operational function which comprises of production,
procurement, compensation, maintenance, Development, integration
etc; (4) the administrative hnctiorl which include finance and
accounting duties, sales & marketing, inventory and stock keeping
(warehousing), receptions and manages etc.

CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATTON AND ANALYSTS OF DATA
4.1 rNTRODUCT1ON

This research 011 this work is based on the information gathered

from the research ques:ions developed In the first chapter of this work
which are in relation to the objective of the study. The responses to the
questions w i I1 be presented and subsequently analyzed in this chapter,
of which the method of presentation of data will take a tabular form, and
a subsequent theoretical explanation which will give a summaxy of the
responses to the questions administered.

The question covers the specific aspects of the research on policy
forrnulahon in manufacturing company of which the questions are a

summary. A detaiIed structure of the questions and their presentation
are in the following form.

4.2

DATA PRESENTATION:
As previously stated, the data presentation will be done with

respect to the research questions, each providing the data for the
objective of the research of which it is reiated to. For example, the first
study objective has research questions one and two as its components,
and the second objective has three and f o ~ questions.
r
Subsequently the
third objective has research questions five and six as its source of d a b .

The questions were directed to the staff of the company (UTC)
under study with respect to the categories of sample size earlier stated in
chapter three of this work.
Sample size and its categories are as follows:

( Category of Sample

Sample Number

1 Percentage Sample /

TABLE 4.2.1
The table abo~re shows the number of staff in the selected

categories of the sample size under study. Category A is made up of the
Directors, General managers, Assistant General ~Vanagersand some

members of Board. Category B comprises at divisional and
departmental heads, and category C is made up of subordinates

-

Administrative and technical staff. The sample size are as folIows
category A, 6; categorj B, 10; and category C, 25.

Before proceeding with the research questions, it will be
necessary to have a knowledge of the personal data of the staff from
whom the inf'armation were sourced.

Question 1: What is the Ievel of your educational qualification?

Responses:

I Category A

I

1FSLC
-

GCE
-

I

OND!'HND
RSC
MASTERS
ABOVE
TOTAL

I-

A

& I 6 -- 100%

6 - 100%

I Category B
2 - 20%
6 - 60%
12-20%
10 - 100%

I Catqory

C

14- 16%
6 - 24%
8 - 32%

7 - 28%
I25 - 100%

The table above shows a commendable Ievel of educationa1
quaIification of the company's staff. In category A, virtual all the
members of the sample size have a masters degree qualification or

above. In category B 20% of the sample number have O m and HND

qualifications respectiveIy, 60% have B.Sc. and another 20% of the
number have masters qualification category C has a 16% staff with first
school leaving certificate, 24% with GCE certificates, 32% with

OND/HhID quaIifications, and 28% with B.Sc. degree qualifications,
the category has no staff with a masters qualification or its equivalent.
Question 2: What is your working experience?
Response:

Category A

( Category B

Category C

I

1
I

I

10 ITS & above
TOTAL

-

2 - 20%
10- 100%

25 - 100%
TABLE 4.2.3

From the table above, it will be seen that the organization has
staff with a considerable length of services and working experience.
Also it will be seen that the company has an appreciable number of new

staff mostly in category C and poss~blyB, showing that there is an
existing policy on periodic recruitment and selection procedures. In
category A there's a great length uf service and working experience.
16.67% of the sample number have a length of service of 4 to 5 years,

33.33% with a service of 6 to 10 years and almost half the number have

a working experience cf over 10 years.
The next question directs at establishing the existence of an

argankationat policy in the firm, thus;
Question 3: Does your- company have any form of existing

organizational policyi?

Response:

'

No
Yes
TOTAL

Category A

Category B

Category C

-

-

-

6 - 100%
6-100%
--

10- 100%
110-100%

25 - 100%
25 - 100%

'TABLE 4.2.4
The above table shows an evidence of the existence of an

organizational policy which is the main basis for this research wok.

The next stage of this data presentation will be the area that will
compel the researcher to put forward the research questions and their
responses with respect to the study objectives.
A. First study Objective: To determine if;

There is a strong relationship existing between policy formulation
and the various organizational functions.

The research questions are as follows:
Question 2: What factors explain the effect of policies and

organizational functions of your company and how can performance be

enhanced?
Activities are grouped and performed to carry out the jobs.
Authorities are granted to ensure effective performance.
Units and departments are welded into an integrated
organizational structure and understand each other.

Through organization, individuals are recognized and
objectives achieved.
Synchroni~ed activities of
organization.

the various

units

of the

Presence of good communication system for effective
operations.
Response:
Answers

Category A

(I)

6 - 100%
5 - 83.33%

(11)

Category B

10 - 100%
18-80%

Category C
25 - 100%
20 - 80%

1 Mean

1 4.8 - 80.55%

1 76 - 76.6%

117-68%

TABLE 4.2.5
From the table above, it will be obsen~edthat the following
resuIts are logical; in category A, the responses to questions show that
they constitute measures or factors that effect or establish a good
relationship behveen policy procedures and organizational hnctions. In
any case there were a greater effect in areas whereby activities are
qouped in

C

carrying

out tasks as weil as in axas where there is good

comn~unicatio~~
system. So aIso is the area

OF

authority whereby

authorities are grianted to ensure or create responsibility. This serves as a
morale boaster and in any case builds personal interest in relation to
duties to be performed. This is also the case with the act of recognizing

individuals through organization, which got the same number of
response as in the above mentioned. In areas of welding units and
departments, and synchronizing activities of the various units, they got

an average response ~ v h c hgoes to show that although they are of
importance in establishing policy effect, they are not readily applied,
their usage is over a period of trme and observation. In category B there

was almost a unanimous response to the measures of policy formulation
and organizational function except in areas of welding units and

department into an intagated whole, where they believe that at the

moment each division hnctions separately towards the achievement of

the wganizationd objective. 70% of the respondents believe that good
relationship is established through the recognition of individual efforts,
and the presence of good communicatio-n system for effective operation.
In any case good comr~unioationsystem and staffintluence are a proof

of the effort of policies and organizational hnctions on the company.
100% of the respondents beIieve that the grouping of activities in
carrying out tasks is a perfect policy procedural measure, so also is the

act of synchronizing the activities to be carried out. 80% responds to thc
granting of authorities to staff This will definitely ensure effective
organizationa1 frrnction.

In category C the responses were a bit on a high average with
respect to the mean. 100% of the respurrdents agreed to the grouping of
activities in performing task as means to show the effect of policy
strategies on organizational functions. 80% responded to the granting of
authority as a way of effecting policy impacts on the company. 60%

were of the view that units and departments being welded together with
good understanding shows effective policy procedures towards a perfect
orgmizationaI hnction. Recognition of individual efforts in achieving
objectives, and the act of synchron~zhgthe activities of the various

units of the organization each had 40% response. It would be noticed
then that the Iast option which consist of the presence of good
carnmunication system for effective performance got a very high

response which shows ?hat the level of communication system in the

company is a means by which the individual functions can be monitored
and up-dated, thus poTicies on that aspect is of positive affect.

Question 2: What are the qualities of the policy makers and users that

can be destabilizing to I-he operations of'the company?
(I)

Ability or inability to work

(IT)

Increased or rzduced efforts and time

(111) Low acquisition and Development of staff skills.

(IVj Itnproper performance evaluation

(V)

Dr;lstic/sudden changes in programmes and procedures.

Response:

1 Answers
(IV)
(V)

Meart

( Category A
I

6 - 100%
4 - 66.67%

1 Category B

I Category C

10- 100%
9 - 90%
39 -39%
7.8 - 78%

25 - 100%
25 - 100%
93 - 372%
18.6 - 74.4%
TABLE 4.2.6

The tabIe above contains the various responses to number two

question. In category A, more than 83Y0of the respondents Mieve that

the qualities of the policy maker that can effect company operation is
the abiIity or inability of the individ~al to make adequate policy

strategies. The same nurnber of respondents also agreed to increased or
reduced efforts and have, and low acqukition and development of staff

II

skills as qualities that can affect the smooth operation of any company.
All the respondents in category A a g e e that improper performance
evaluation are necessary qualities that should be possessed and adopted
by policy makers to ensure a sound organkational operation, so also

were the responses in category B and category C respectively. A lesser
percentage (66.67%) cf the responden" in category A believe that the

sudden change in programme and procedure could hamper or
destabilize the company's existing performance due to the fact that it
would take a longer time to adjust to a new system. In category B, 50%
responded to answer I, 70% to answer 11, 80% responded to answer 111,

100% to option IV, and 90% responded to answer V which shows that

the last three options are critical to the survival and c o n t i n u i ~of
company operations. In category C, the frequency or mode of responses
was similar to those in category B in which it increases from the first

option to the f'ourth a ~ then
d
a little decline at the final option. 36%
responded to I as a criteria for destabilization of company operations,

60% was of the view that answer 11 resulted in such problems. 96% and
100% responded to answers III and IV respectively and 80% responded

to answer V showing senerally that the level of company operations
depended largely on policy formuIation in areas of skill acquisition,

performance evaluation, and changes in internal organizational factors.

a. Second Study Objective: To find out ic
The implementat I on of pol icy procedures influences decision
making. The research questions are as fdlows:

Question 3(a): Which factors are responsible for and influence decision
making process?

Strict policy adherence.
Internal/Extemal organiza~ionalclimate.

QuaIi fied personnel.

Inadequate/unavaiIabiIity of information required far decision
making.
Place or level of the decision making.

Response:
Answers

Category A

(1)

5 - 53.33%
5 - 53.33%
6 - 100%
6 - 100%
5 - 83.33%
27 - 450%
5.4 -- 90%

-(g

(I11I)
(I V)
(V)
Total
1 Mean

Category B

6 - 60%
10- 100%
10- 100%
6 - 60%
P - 80%
40 - 400%
18-80%

Category C

25 - 100%
23 - 92%
23 - 92%
21 - 84%
I 1 -44%
103 - 412%
20.6 - 82.4%
TABLE 4.2.7

Thc table above shows the variclus responses and percentage
responses to question 3(a).

In category A, the same number of

respondents agreed to answers I and I1 as factors responsible for the

drcision making processes, while u p t i ~ n swith quaIifid personnel and
inadequate information had the highest number s f responses which
stood at 100%, answer V also had an equivalent number of response as 1
and 11. In category B, 63% chose strict policy adherence as means for

-

1

decision making process, 100% each responded to organizational

climate and qualified personnel, 60% again responded to inadequate
information as a factor, and a higher percentages response of 80%

a p e d to pIace or Ievrrl of the decision making process. In category C
there was an above average response to options I to IV. This shows that

the lower level operatives are of the view that the pIace or level of

making decision does not necessariIy affect it: thus decisions can be

made anywhere. 100% responded to strict policy adherence as a Factor,
92% to organizational climate another 92% to qualified personal, 84%

went to iinavaiIabi1ity of information, and 44% chose place or level of
the decision making process. Thus it wouId be seen that certain factors
which are necessary for the decision making process revolve around
adherence to rules, existing climate, qualified personnel, availability of
information, place of decision making amongst others.
Question 3(b): How can these f~.ctorsbe improved or revised to

make for better and greater responsibility?
Co-ordination of inter-unit activities.
Consistent administration 3f functions
Participative management & policy implementation.
Response to internal and external environmental changes
Level and method of procedures and programmes
Comparing plans with result.

/ Answers

(VI)
Total
Mean

/ Category A

5 - 83.33%
' 29 - 483.3394
4.8 - 80.55%

( Category B

I Category C

I

10 - 100%

25 - 1OO%
1 17-468%
19.5 - 78*/0

I

47- 470%
7.8 - 78%

TABLE 4.2.8
From the table above, it would be observed that category A had a
100% response to the first answer, which is co-ordination of the
various inter-uni t activities, 5 respondents of the sample size agreed
to consistent administration of fimction, 66.67% of the sample size
responded to participative management and policy implementation

alike, a 100% response was made on internaI and external
environmental changes, and half the sample size, and 83.33%

responses were made on areas of level and method of prcccdures and
programmes, and the comparison of plans with results respectively,
In category B, there was also a 100% response on co-ordination of
the various inter-wit activities as a way of improving policy

tbrmulatim strategies for better responsibilities, 40% went to
consistent adminisbation of functions, 70% on participative

management, 80% response to internal and external environmental
changes, another 80% on level and method of procedures and
organizationd programmes alike, a 100% response was observed for

option that involves comparing plms with results. Thus there was a

low percentage response for option 11, this could be due to or
attributed to the aspect of job satisfaction of the staff concerned. In
category C there was an 88% response to answer 1, 96% agreed to
answer 11, 100% to option 111, 28% (low percentage response) to the

level and method of procedures and programmes; and a complete

(100%) response to the process of comparing plans with result$. This
shows that companies lay g e a w emphasis on policy areas
concerning

co-ordrnation of

activities,

controIiing

and

its

environment respecl ively.
Question 4: How cijn lack lustres in administration be accounted for

and which functional strategies are used to improve them?
(I)

Through training and development

(11)

Though results

(TIT) By cost (of operations) incurred, and finance management.
(IV) By realizing the effect of individual differences.
(V)

Rate of turnover.

Response:

/ Answers

I

i Category A

I Category B

1 Category C

1

Total
Mean

24 - 400%
4,8 - 80%

37 - 370%
7.4 - 7.4%

90 - 360%
18 - 72%
TABLE 4.2.9

From the above ta.ble it can be deduced that practically all workers
are of the opinio-11 that through training and development policy
implementation can be enhanced, administration duly accounted for

and functionaI strategies properly made use of. In category A, 100%
consented to it, 65.67% agreed that another measure was that of
checking result of performances, 50% responded to the cost incurred,

a greater percentage agreed to the realization of the effect of
individual differences; and a complete number responded to the rate
of turnover of the company. In category B, 90% responded to
training and development (answer I), 70% preferred answer 11, SO%
chose the rate or amount of cost incurred, 70% went to the
redimtion of the effect of individual differences, and 90% to rate of

turnover. In category C, 100% chose training and development, 80%
responded to results as a poticy means of accounting for
admintstrative func.tions, 60% chose cost of operations incurred as a
way of checking adminisb-ative errors, and 80% and a Tow
percentage response of 40% had their opinions on answers IV and V
respectively. This pt:rhaps shows that the lower level staff does not
see rate of hu-mver as an important means of identifiing
misadministration and thus policies relating to them do not have
much consequence.

C . Third Study Objective: To evaluate and ascertain whether;
Good policy formulation process and organizational function
result in efficient performance.

The research questions are as fol1ows;
Qlrestioa S(a): W a t are the problems that are normally encountered
during and after policy fornlulation?
(I)

Understanding I clarity (of programmes and procedures).

(IT)

Application of functions.

(111) Job analysis.
(IV) Mode of measurement.

(V)

Lackadaisiczl attitude of workers

(VI) Finance.
Response:

I Answers I Category A

(V)
Total
Mean

1

Category R

1 Category C

1

6 - 100%
32 - 533.3%
5.3 - 35.3%

In the table above, category A had responses to answer I at 100%
showing thus that 6 respondents out of 6 agree that the issue of
understanding Iaid down policy procedures is a problem normally

encountered mainIy after policy formulation and hence staff have to be

made to understand tile issues at stake. Another 100% responded to the
problem of application or performing individual function. It is most
have identified that most times the staff do not
likely that manage~ne~~t
perform their duties as and when due. A rather below average response
of 66.67% (a representation of 4 respondents) responded to the issue of
job analysis. This is a probIem if soived helps define the task to be done.
S respondents each c h x e answers IV and V respectiveiy, and another

100% agreed to the awiiability of finance as another problem facing
policy formulation and implementation. In category B, 90% responded

to understanding (answer I), SO% chose the application of function
(answer II), 60% p r e f e ~ ~ ethe
d idea of job analysis as a problem, 80%

chase the mode of measurement of staff efforts, 70% responded to lack
Iuster attitude of staff, arid a 100% went to finance. In category C, 88%

of the respondents took- to the fact that understanding is a problem
normally related to policy fonnulatim and impkmentation, and 80%
agreed to the application of hnctions, 100% to job analysis and

definition, 92% responded to answer IV, 96% to answer V. and a
complete response of 100% was gotten for answer VI. Which generalIy

shows that finance was

;i major

factor for policy implementation and

application.
Question S(b): How can the problems above be eliminated or effect

reduced for efficient functioning?

(I) Clear and concise definition o f task
(11)

Provision of funcs.

(HI) Job specification and performance appraisal

Response:
.4nw e r s

11)
i1T11)

!9l

Category A

1 6 --100%
-

Total
Mean

5 - 53.33%
6-100%

22 - 366.66%
5.5 - 91.66%

8 - 80%
10- 100%
9 - 90%
34 - 340%
8.5 - 85%

23 - 92%
18-42%
20 - 80%
86 - 344%
21.5 - 86Y0

TABLE 4.3.1
The following c.m be deduced from the above table, in category

A, 5 out of 6 respondents believe that a clear and concise definition of
task will alleviate the problems encountered with policy formulation
and administration, a 100% respondent agree to the provision of funds
as a means of reducing the problems of policy and also to make for

effective functioning. Another 53.311% and 100% agree to job
specification and performance appraisal as well as the control function

as a major method of creating basis for efficient functioning and
operation. In category B, 70% agree to clear and concise definition of
tasks, 80% responded to the provision of finds, 100% to job
specification and performance appraisal system, and a 90% agreed to
the issue of controlling the various activities and hnction as a nleans.

In category C the staff t ' w e all accepted the first answer as a remedy to
the problems of policy an efficiency, 92% agreed to the provision of

-

h n d s as a means: 72% below average response went to job specificatio~z
as a means of alleviating the problems facing policy implementation and

formulati~n,and an 89% response went to the controlling of functions
and operations; which shows that functions should be controiled to align

with plans and poIicy :,o as to achieve objective.
Question 6: What measures determine the fact that a given policy is

functioning at an appreciable Ievel of efficiency?
(I)

Enhanced employee skills

(I I)

Increased profit

(111)

High product quality

(IV) Investment and/or divestment

Response:
Answers
I
II
111

Categow A
4 - 66.67%
6 - 100%
6 - 1000%

iMean
Total

i2I-350%
5.25 - 87.5%

Category B
7 - 70%
9 - 90%
10- 100%

Category C
25 - 100%
25 - 100%
20 - 80%

34-34
8.5 - 85%

21 - 84%

-

TABLE 43.2

From the table above it can be clearly seen that the measures that
determine effective policy function is dependent on individual

obsewatjon and undelstanding due to the varying nature of the
responses but in any case their responses provide the answer to certain

criteria for measuring or determining the factors tnat prove or show the
effect of

policy hnctior~sand its results. In category A, 66.67% of the

respondents believe that enhanced employee ski11 is a proof of efficient
functioning of policy procedures, rncreased profit in its own case had

100% response, so also is the area of high product quality. Investment
and /or divestment ,lad an 53.33% response. In category B, 70%
responded to enhanced employee skills, increased company profit had
90% response of the sample size, high product quaIity had a response of
100% and investment and /or divestment had 80%. 111 category C which

is the last category, enhanced employee skills and increased company
profit each had responses of 100% which is a complete number of the
sample size, high product quality had a response of 80% (slightly below
average response), and investment andor divestment got a response of
56% (below average) fr3m the sample size.

4.3

ANALYSIS OF DATA

4.3.1. THE CHI-SQUARE (x)*TEST:

There are so many statisticaI methods and techniques used in

testing the validity of existing situations of which the chi-square (x')

test is inclusive. The chi-square test will be used in this study to
examine and test the data presented (research questions) earlier in this
chapter so as to determine whether or not the number of respondents or

a set of observed frequencies differ, to a considerable extent, from a set
of theoretical or expected frequencies and in so doing determine
whether the responses horn which the expected Frequencies were

derived should be accepted or otherwise rejected. This will follow an

initial step of deriving or calculating the expected frequency of each of

the questions, then the calculation of the chi-square test will follow
thereafter. In the calculation of the chi-square test, there is a
mathematical or statisrical formular from which it is derived;

Thus we have;

where x'

= chi-square

= summation or sum of

figure

fo = Observed frequency
f e = expected frequency

In any case, the test conducted will enable one determine the
nature of the differences of the aggregate variations between the
observed frequency (fo) and the expected frequency (k),and if they can

be attributed to fluchlations or changes as a result of differences in
mode of'response.
The method of' calculating the observed and expected frequency
arc as foIIows;

Observed frequency (fe) = number of responses from the
various sample size
Expected fiequenc y (fe) = column Total x Row total
OveraIl Total
For near accuracy in the application of the chi-square test, a
certain margin of error and a number of degree of freedom (in the chi-

square test table) wiII hav: to be observed.

Thus we have;
V = (k - I) (C - I)
%%ere;
V = Number of degree of freedom
K = Frequency lar row (from table)
C = CoIumn or categories (from table)
The determination of the value of

om

the chi-square

distribution table, in relation to the calculated degree of freedom, wilI be

dene under an assumed level of significance of 0.05.

In any case, for number of degree of freedom For x2- ~ ' 0 . 0 5
.: V = (k - I) (C - -I), ~ ' 0 . 0 5 ,

which is the number of degree of freedom. The hypothesis will consist

of the null (Ho) and alternative (HI) hypothesis respectively.

THE -CHI-SQUARE

( ~APPLICATION;
3

This section will consist of the application or the use of the chi-

square test to ascertair, the validity of the research questions or d a b
which invariabIy determine the validity of the hypotheses. The test will
be conducted with respect to the number of rows or frequencies, K;

number of coIurnns of categories C; the number o? degree of freedom V
(which is a function of K and C); and the level of significance, ~ ' 0 . 0 5
which indicates that an assumption of 5% enor allowance in the

working has been made. In any case a 95% confidence interval is

assumed. The data from the research questions will be used to test for
each study objective they represent and the assumptions wilI be made

on the generaIity of tze hypothesis based on the validity of the

component data; hence the individual data being tested make up the

research questions and objective.
A. FIRST STUDY OBJECTIVE: To Determine

ic There is a strong

relationship existing between policy forrnuIation and the various
organizational fiinctiorrs.

H, = There is no strong relationship existing between policy forrnulatio~
and the various organbational functions.

H I = There is a strong relationship existing between policy formulation
and the various organizstional functions.
The decision ndt: is to reject the null hypothesis (Ho) and accept
the alterr~ativehypothesis ( H i ) if the computed value of test statistics of
the component data or research questions are greater than their critical

value of chi-square (x') distributed. otherwise we accept Hn and reject
H1.
(1)

B
fe
20

A

(fe)
(10.65)

fo
25

(8.57) 20
(5.97) 15
4

6

(3.76)
5.73)

9
7

Row Total

C

(5.71) 10
(5.97) I0
(9.09) 22

(fe)
(23.62)
( 19.0 1)
(13.25)
( I 2.67)
(13.25)
(20.16)

41

33
- 23
22
23

35

Colum
Total

29

46

fo = Observed freq~ienc
y

I02

177

f'e

= Expected

frequency = column Total x Row total
Overall total
V = number of degree of freedom
=(k-l)[C-I)
~ ( 6 I-) (3 - l ) = 5 ~ 2 =10,
at 0.05 = revel of significance
.: critical value of chi-square = 3.94 (see Appendix table).
'The chi-souare calculated is as foT1ows:

C 5.88
thus the chi-square calculated

= 5.88,

and critical value of chi-square =

3.94.
'The chi-square ca!c:ulated is greater than the critical chi-square
value.

C

(9.19)

Row
- Total

I

(16) 27
24 (21.92)
- 37

fc = expected frequency = cdumn total x row totaloverall total

v = number of deigree of freedom
=(K- 1 ) C - 1 )
= ( 5 - I ) (3 - 1 ) - 4 ~ 2 = 8 ,
at 0.05 = Ievel of significance,
the critical value of chi-square = 2.73 (see table).

The chi-square calcrhtert is as follows;

fo
5
5

-

fo- fe

Fe
3.03
4.30

1.97
0.70
039

5
6

, 5-39
6.52

-0.52

4

5.25

-1.25

5

7

4.72
6.72

1

0.28
0.29

8

9.19

1-1-19

(fo - fe12
3.90
0.49
0.80
0.27

1.56
0.07
0.08
I .42

(fo

- fe)'/fe -

1.29
0.1 1
0.14
0.04
0.30
0.02

The Chi-square calculated = 2.89, and the critical value of chi-square

=

The chi-square calculated is greater than the critical chi-square.
Since the chi-square calculated of both data are greater than their
criticaI chi-square (table), the null hypothesis. which states that there is

no strong relationship existing between policy formuiation and various
organizational functions is rejected and the alternative hypothesis which
states that there is a strong rcIationship existing between poIicy

fortnulation and the varicus organization hnctions is accepted.
B. SECOND STUDY OBJECTIVE:

To find out if; the

in~pIernentatimof policy procedures influences decision making.

H,

=

implmnentation of policy procedures does not influence

decision making.

HI = implementation of policy procedures influences decision
rnakinp.

The decision ruIe is to reject the null hypothesis (Hs)and accept
the alternative hypothesis (HI) if the computed value of test statistics of

the component data x e greater than their critical value of chi-square
(x" distributed, otherwise we accept Ho and reject H 1.

fo = observed frequency
fe = Expected frequency = Column Total x Row toM
Overall total
V = number of degree of freedom
= ( k - l ) ( C - 1)
~(5-1)(3-l ) = 4 ~ 2 = 8 ,
at 0.05 = level of significance, the critical value of chi-square is 2.73

(see table).
The chi-square ca-culated is as foIlouq

1

f
"

Fe

fo - fe

(fo - fe)2

(fo - fe12/fe

5

5.7 1

0.7 1

0.50

0.088

5

6.03

- 1.03

1.60

0.175

6

6.19

-0.16

0.04

0.006

6

5.24

0.76

0.58

0.1 10

The chi-square calculated = 4,472, and the critical value of chi-square =

2.73. The chi-square ca cu1ated is greater than the critical chi-square
value.

I
I

A

E

C

\I Row Total

fo = observed frequency
fe = Expected frequency = Column Total x Row t@
Overall total
V = number of deGgreeof freedom

=tIk- I ) (C- 1)
= ( 6 - 1)(3- 1 ) = 5 ~ 2 = 1 0 ,
at 0.05 = level of significance, we have the critical value of chi-square
at 3.94 (see table).

The chi-square calculated is as follows;

(fo - fe)2

( (fo - fe)2ife

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

C 8.497
The chi-square c;iIculated = 8.497. and the critical value of chi-

square = 3.94, thus; the chi-square calculated is greater than the critical
chi-square value.
(4)

B

4
I

C

I Row Total
I

fo = observed frequency
fe = Expected frequency = Coiumn Total x Row total
Overall totaI
V = ntirnber of degree of freedom
= (k -- 1) (C - 1)
=(5-- 1 ) ( 3 - l ) = 4 ~ 2 = 8 ,
at 0.05 = level of significance, the critical value of chi-square is

2.73 (see table).

The chi-square calculated is as follows;

The chi-square calculated is 4.961, and the critical value of the

chi-square is 2.73 so therefore, the chi-square calculated is greater than

the critical chi-square value,

Since the chi-square calculated of the component data are greater
than their critical chi-square value, the null hypothesis which states that

implementation of policy procedures does not influence decision
making is rejected and the alternative hypothesis which states that

implementation of policy procedures influences decision making is
accepted.

C. THIRD STUDY OBJECTWE: To evaluate & ascertain if; Good
policy formulation process and organizational functions result in
efficicn t performance.
Ho = Good policy formulation process and organizational functions do
not resuIt in efficient perlbmlance.
£41 = Good policy fornlulation process and organizational functions

result in efficient performance.

The decision ruIe is to reject the nu11 hypothesis (Ho) and accept
the aItemative hypothesis (Hi) when the computed value of text
statistics of component data are greater than their critical value of chi-

square (x') distributed, othenvise we accept Ho and reject HI.
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I-----If0
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(fe)
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fo

5.40) 9
(4.96) 8
(5.11)6

C
(fe)
(fe) fo
(8.10) 22 (23.48)
(7.45) 20-(21.57)
(7.67) 25 (22.21)

/ Row Total I
37

34
35

--I?---(
(5.26) ' 8

(5.26)
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Column
total
-

) 32

7
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1

(7.87) 23 (22.34)
(7.87) 24 (22.84)
(8.98) 25 (26.02)
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fo = observed Frequency
fe = Expected frequency = Column Total x Row totaI
Overall total
V = rrumber of degree of freedom

= f k - 1)(C- 1)
= f 6 - l ) ( 3 - l ) = 5 x 2 = 10,
at 0.05 = level of significance, we have the critical value of chi-square

at 3.94 ( f h m chi-square tabIe).
The chi-square calculated is as folIows;
fo - fe

1 (fo - fe)'

( (fo - fe)'/fe

The chi-square caiculated is 1.82, and the critical value of the chi-

square is 3.94 which means that the chi-square calculated is less than
the critical chi-square value. It is so as a result of the nature of the
research question administered which is in the negative form, in any

case in the presence of such existing problems, good poticy formulation

process and organizational functions do not result in efficient
performance; thus in the absence of such problems we will accept the
alternative hypothesis.

r
fo

(fe)

fo

I Row ~ o t a l l

C

B

A

(fe) fo

(fe)

.
.
I

1 total
fo = observed frequency

k = Expected frequency = Column Total x Row t o u
Overall total

V = number of degree of freedom
= ( k - 1) (C - I )
= ( 4 - 1)(3- l ) = 3 x 2 = 6 ,
at 0.05 = level of significance, we have the critical value of chi-square
at 1.64 (from x2 table).

The chi-square caIculated is as follows;

/ (fo - f q 2

( (fo - felZ/fe

1.83

The chi-square calculated = 1.83, and the critical value of chisquare = I .64, thus; the chi-square calculated is greater than the critical

chi-square vaIue.
(6)

I Row Total

total

/ 21
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fo = observed frequency
fe = Expected fi-equency = C.olumn Total x Row total
Overall total
V = number of degree of freedom

= ( k - 1) ( C - I )
=(4- l)(3-1)=3~2=6,
at 0.05 = level of significance, we have the critical value of chi-square

at 1.64 (from x' table).

Thus, the chi-square calculated is as follows;

fo

(fe

( fo - fe

1 (fo - fe12

( (fo - fe)2/fe

The chi-square calculated is 2.5 1, and the critical vaIue of the chi-

square is 1.64, thus the chi-square calculated is greater than the critical
chi-square value.

And since the chi-square calculated of the component data
(inchding data 5a which had a set of problem options) are greater than
their critical chi-square value, the null hypothesis which states that good

policy formulation process and organizational functions do not result in
efficient performance is rejected and the alternative hypothesis which

states that good policy formulation process and organizational functions
result in efficient performance is accepted.

4.4

FINDING

The results of the above statistical study and analysis i~dicate
Policy formulation in manufacturing companies is mostly
related to the various organizationa1 functions, and policies are

made to direct and control the various activities that are the
bedrock of every business establishment.

The implementation of policy and its procedures to a large
extent influence the decision making process, in other words

policy procedures and programmes help determine the type of
decisions to be taken, who takes them and where they are to be
taken.

In formulating policies and in carrying out functional processes,
certain steps have to be taken to ensure that they are a product of
efficiency and effectiveness in which case factors that inhibit

efficiency or pose as a threat to it has to be elirninatcd or
cushioned so as to make way of efficient and effective

organizational operations.

Thus it would be worthy of note that the act of policy formulation in
the manufacturing industry have their clear effects on the Ievel of skills

development and productivity, rate of turnover, and nature of the

organizational functions or operations.

CHAPTER FWE
SUMRIARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMEIVDATIONS
5.1

SCWMARY:

This work has given detailed theoretical presentation and
a n a l y t i d study of the concepts of policy whose nature and idea serves
to guide the setting of objectives. As earlier stated, policy arnon:~stthis
involves how achon is taken la attain goals, creating an impact whose

practical effect is most adverse at the middle management lcvel at
which the genera1 manager or the managing director fbnctions as the go

between of the Board and the departmental managers that ~e coordinates. Policy formulation gives an example of the application of the
known principle of functioning with the aim of producing rationalized

internal organizational structure and relations. It brings to the fore the
areas in the enterprise with lapses in functions, gaps in role, anomalies

in akcation and irnpIementation, poor organizational performance and
functions relationships, and decides on what measures are appropriate to

the tearing business enterprise and best ways to apply its principles.
Because they have not been conscientiously applied, there is need for

modernizing and humanizing of the principle and practice of pol-cy for

flexibility and perfect organizational performance. There are other
effects of policy formulation and practice in companies w h c h incIude
the ability of the organization to operate interactiveIy on a system

approach to management. This is in line with the work by Henry Albers
(1974) who wrote that poIicy represents the totality of standard and

norms that govern the conduct of people in an organization. This as
observed, caused the presence of co-odination between levels of
management and organizational functions. These concept would be as a

result of the initial systematic subjective and arbitrary structuring,
design and practice of policy procedures by management and other
internal and external factors influencing every business entity.
Most organizations aim at proficiency and expertise both in
the application of the principles of responsibility and resource

aIIocation, and reIations within the organization. It will also result in the
ability of organizational personnel to devote their time and energy on
work performance and industrial relations. In any case the managerial

personnel has to create a situation permitting the application of any
meaningful and effective policy strategy both in the top and subordinate

level of mnagement. The absence of adequate policy procedures

ill

administration and Functian in the system will result in the overavailability or unavajIability of resources, and the utilization of

orpanizationd resources will not be adequate.

These are in line with the view that the indigenous problem of
manufacturing companies which are Iikened to ineffectiveness or bad
attitude to work does not stem from the manageria1 principles of policy

applied in these companies, but from the lack of a ccmscientious

appIication of these principles. These shortfalls can be attributed to the
effects of Influences of the external factors feg. Govemnent policies
and decrees). The nature of the laws that govern our country and their

appIication have adverse effect on the existence of these companies. Let
us take a look at the Iist of observations from the environment irl which
the case study exists and see whether they were not more of an
existence of inadequacy in knowIedge of what to do and how to do it by
the federal parastatals and agent;
(1)

The lack luster nature of the implementation of existing
Iaws and decrees.

(11)

The existence of ineffective Iaws

(111)

The appointment of unqualified and self-centred staff
as supervisors

(IV)

The absence of a perfect and dedicated monitoring

team to ensure adherence.
(V>

The absence of a major organizational unit or
administration

to

take

responsibility

of

the

management of the enterprise and its activities.

If these Iapses are amended, it will heIp alleviate the problems
policy makers and the industries face. In any case, Nigerian policy
makers in some cases do not have enough knowledge of the policy
fundamentals and are not able to rightIy identify, in the internal and
external management system of their operation, the extent of errors of
policy formdation and make contributions for their corrections and
proper organization.

It is necessary for organizations and their staff to be more
acquainted with the complex and important nature of policy. Thus

managers at all level have to be trained and equipped wlth the
knowledge of policy fimdamentals and provide them with some guide

for applying the management principle and business policy for
organizing and pIanning as a basis far the performance of the other

managerid and organizational filnctions. The need to broaden their
knowledge of poIicy procedures is supported by Imaga (2000) where he
Iisted out the steps to corporate planning and strategic business policy

which are necessary for any business enterprise irrespective of its

product or market. Hence the success of any establishment still lies in
the process and guidelines whose implementations invdve human

beings corning together to perform certain collective acts which are
performed in relation to steps which establishes directions, co-

ordination and motivation. It is therefore important to understand and
appreciate policy fundamentals and principles because function come in
to affect haw the problem of the organization are perceived and ways to

resohe them through the guidance of existing policy.
5.2

CONCLUSION

In the implementation guidelines, it is stipulated that the
approvak to the organizational function is to create vertical and

hmizontd structures that would ensure total management efficiency and
effectiveness. From our research, it would be gathered that there
quiddines exist in selation to organizational functions, influences

C

decision making, and results in proficiency. Thus good policy structure

makes for a high d e p e of specialization, optimum span of zontrol,
clear lines of authority and responsibility, and concise job description.

This involves the appIication of the scalar principle, combining and
sharing of task and roles based on the grouping of tasks into related

operational departments. Policy guidelines should also make for
professionalization of the organizational activities, the rationale behind
it is to have a competent board essential for assisting the various

management level and executives who have an impartant rote in making
policy decisions. Hence the professionlizing guidelines to organiz:ltional
functions is to create specialist andor generalist so as to achieve

mastery in every facet of the organizational operations.
Organizing to achieve professionalization and specialization is a
task that requires a lot of policy analysis so as to avoid creating errors in
functionality. These problems of error can cause a chain of inter-unit
and in most cases inter-personal frictions which can cause time

10

be

spent or wasted on resoIving frictions rather than carrying out actual
work performance for resdts. Another important aspect of policy

fumuIation is that of planning. In any case, the role of planning in
policy structure sometimes involves the application for creating and
interpreting laws, regulation and policies correctly, wisely and honestly
in thr public interest (Dwight Waldo in Rechard Still man I1 p.5). It is
necessary to make the various units and staff aware of the laws,

regdations and policies guiding the operations so as to enable he
organization to effect management on a systems basis. In the process of

policy implementation and organizational hnctioning, its nomertclature
suggests that enough attention has to be given to internal information

and records of a11 the activities of the organization for planning
orgmizing and controlIing, and for administering the policies, laws and

regulations guiding administrative actions in the company. The various
management department is a machinery that provides records,

infisrmation, data and reports for decision on the utiIization of resources
and thus, management must cover adequately (through policy

guidelines) the records, data and reports for decision making invdving
the utiIizsttion of the resources of the organization so as to achieve the
objectives of the company. This should be the reason for the existence
of any form of policy in an organization, and rnanazernent has to be

educated and trained for the understanding of how best to manage and
co-ordinate performance for efficiency and effectiveness.

5.3

RECOM~MENDATTONS
Policy is a form of organizational action which serves to direct

future action, and is very necessary in facilitating the achievement of
co-ordination in the economy of management time, in the development

of the manager, and in creating an image for the organization. It wiIl
heIp merge the peopIe and tasks together to ensure that the right person

performs the right duty at the appropriate time towards the achievement
of the organizationa1 goal. PoIicy aIso aids in the training and

development of personnel and industrial relafions, and in so doing inter-

relate members so as to encourage team work rather than cross-

purposes. Thus for policy to achieve this, its nature and application must
possess certain characteristics and qualifies as illustrated by Unamka
and Ewrrurn ( 1995): they are;
(I)

It should be related to an objective of the business and be

explained to all persons to whom it applies.

I

It should be stated in words that are understandable and in
writing.

(111) It must prescribe limits and measures for hture action

amongst others.

With reference to the problem situation and the discoveries mode, it
would be necessary therefore to profer ideas on ways which will aid
in resolving the problems, and vis-a-vis provide steps towards the
improvement and perfection of policy structures and formdation in

manufacturing and other companies alike; they are;
(I)

The recognition of the factors (both internal and external) that
affect policies and organizational fiinctions, and in any case

design a current and dynamic policy structure that will
enl~anceperformance and operational skills for efficiency.
(11)

Improving the inter-relatedness of the policy structure anc: the

various organizations! f~mctionsexisting in the organization.
(111) Provide a Ievel of understanding of members as well as the
understanding of the policy guiding them.

By improving and introducing new concepts to an
organization's policy structure and deveiopment pattern.
Management should try to avoid policies being too nebulous
and leading to excessive misunderstanding for setishctoq
use.
Policies shouId be made with respect to subjects of
controversial nature.
They should be applied to situations where the proximity of
top and lower management level is quite deep and personal
communications not easy or feasibIe.

(WIT) Managers and management alike are to give a critical study
and anaIysis of policy's meaning, content and intended use
before application, and in any case ensure an equitable and
consistent tackling of problems.
In any case the policy makers will endeavour to determine
measures for efficient hnctioning of their policy structures.

One important aspect of policy structure and implernent.ation
that needs to be understood and taken note of is that although
it bestows responsibility and authority on staff/personn el it

restrains freedom and authority of subordinates by specif-qing

actions that cannot be taken, thus policy fomulatiort is
pIaming and takes the same process as in decision making.

It sounds perfect to state that indigenous companies need to widen
their management education, to train and develop managers at all level

with the knowledge of management fundamentals and business poIicy

systems so as to help create an enabling business environment and

enhance organizational and nlanagerial functions respectively. Many
authors dike have advocated on the need for increase in the Isvel of

education especially in management to encompasse not only aosolute
action but also social and cultural norms so as to be able to integrate

people of different culture and principles in order to avoid the
difficulties associated with culture and socialization during policy
making. This is due to the fact that culture will not doubt affect how the

orgmizatiunal problems

and

shortcomings

are

perceived

and

srtbsequently how they are resolved.
This idea wlll no doubt enhance the act of policy formulation and in

any case help ensure the survival of the nlanufacturing companies and

other companies respectively. In m y case it wilI be of benefit to the
companies to group tasks and jobs for individuals, delegate authorities,

allocate responsibihties and determine the number of hnctionaI levels

in the managerial hierarchy, provide an organizationa1 clima~e for
motivation, design communications system for effective dezision

making control and co-ordination, and build an overall business entity
that will innovate, respond, and adapt to the changes in its environment.

I . The effectiveness of poiicy implementation to the
improvement of productivity in the manufacturing
company.

2. Policy formulation and implementation: In~plications on
the profitabiIity of an organization.
3. An appraisa1 of the merits and demerits of business policy
in the industry.
4. An evaluation of performance of business polic-y in a
technologically advancing economy.
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APPENDIX 11
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Dear SirMadam,

RESEARCH QUESTlONNAlRE
With respect to the research wh?ch is being undertaken by the
under listed student on policy formulation in manuf'dcturing companies,

your co-operation and understanding is highly solicited for as regards
providing the researcher with due and adequate infomation for the
research's success.

In any case the questions being administered are related to the
research objectives and I hope you will find it quite acceptable and
career developing.

Thanks.

Ouwurhek~va,O K
Dept of Management
Faculty
of
Business
Admin.
U.N.E.C.

QUEST1ONNAlR.E
PERSONNEL

GENERAL
Does your company have any form of existing organizationa1
policy?
Yes
No

(1)

(2) IF yes, is it being irnplcrnented?
Yes /-7 No
(3) Any changes in growth noticed since the policy implementation?
Yes
No
(4) What area of organizational functions are policy formulation most
effective?

OperationaI
(i)
Managerial
(ii) Both
(iii) None
(i)

/T

/
7
L Z ~

0

( 5 ) Can a favourable or unfavourable policy procedure be determined by
the organization'?
Yes 0No 0

(6)What factors explain the effect of poIicies and organizational

h c t i o n s on your company and how can performance be enhanced?
Activities are grouped and performed to cany out the jcb /7
(i)
(ii) Authorities are granted to ensure effective performance /-7
(iii) Units & depts. Are welded into an inteprated organizational
structure and understand each other7/
(iv) Through organization, individual are recognized and
objjectives achieved I
1
(v) Synchronized activities of the various units of the organizations
(vi) Presence of good comn~unication system for effective
operation.
-

(7) What are the qualities of the policy makers and users that can be
destabilizing to the operations of the company?
Ability or inability to work. /--7
(i)
(ii) Increasedh-educed efforts and time D
(iii) Low acquisition and development of staff skill
(iv) Improper performance evaluation D
Drastichdden change in progmmme and procedure C_7
(v)
(3) What factors are responsible for and influence decision-making
process?
(i)
Strict policy adherence L I 7 '
(ii) hternaI/ExternaI organizational climate ( f a c t o r s ) / 7
(iii) Qualifiedpersonnel L C ~
(iv) Inadequate /unavailability of information required for decision
making
(v) PIaceileveI of the decision making=
(9) How can these factors be grouped or revised to make for better and
greater responsibility?
Co-ordination of inter-unit activities 0
(i)
(ii) Consistent administration of functions /7
(iii) Participative management and policy implementation /-T
(iv) Response to internal and external environmental changes

(v)

(vi)

Level and method of procedures and programme /17
Comparing plans with results /-/

(10) How can lack Juster in administration be accounted for and which
functional strategies are wed to improve them?
(i)
Through training and development
(ii) Through results tC7
(iii) By cost (of operation) incurred, and finance management /
7
(iv) By realizing the effect of individual differences /
/
(v) Rate of turnover 7
/

(11) Are there problenls that pose danger to the efficiency in
pefirmance of the cornpany?
Yes /
7
h1o L C 7

(12) What are the problems that are normally encountered during and
aftcr policy fornulation?
(i) Understanding /clarity (ofprogrammes and p r w e d u r e s ) & _ 7
(ii) ,4pplication of Functions 1
-77
(iii) Job analysis ~ z 7.
(iv) Mode of measurement L!--/
(v) Lackadaisical attitude of workers /
7
(vi) Finance
/r7
( 1 3) How can the problem above be eliminated or effect reduced for
effective functioning?

i. ,
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Clear and concise definition of tasks /7
Provision of funds /-/
Job specification and performance Appraisal
Control function /7

D

What measures determine the fact that a given policy is
functioning at an appreciable level cf efficiency?
(i)
Enhanced employee skill
(ii) Increased profit
D

( 1 4)

-

(iii)
(iv)

Hiqh product quality /
-/
Investment and/or divestment /
7

(15) What steps, in your opinion, should be taken to ensure proper
implementation of policies and organizational fbnction to correct lapses
and ensure greater efficiency in the organization?

